Sundial Layout Plate or Declinatory?
John Davis and Jane Desborough

In a recent Bulletin article, the second-named
author described an interesting French instrument, probably 18th century, which had been
thought to be a sundial layout plate used to
mark out horizontal sundials.1 The questions
raised in that article prompted a meeting between the two authors to discuss the instrument further and provided an opportunity to
conduct some XRF analysis of the metalwork.
Following this meeting, both authors now
think that the instrument is actually a
home-made declinatory which is
missing its gnomon.
Declinatories are instruments for measuring the
declination (direction) of
a wall prior to designing
a vertical sundial for it.
They work on the principle that a horizontal sundial, correctly designed for the
local latitude, will only indicate
the true local apparent time (i.e.,
solar time) when it is aligned with
its gnomon on the N-S line. Thus, if the
solar time is known independently by some
other means – such as a universal equinoctial ring dial, or from some properly aligned
fixed sundial in the locality – then by rotating
the horizontal dial until it shows the correct
time, it will establish the meridian direction
which can be compared with the normal to
the wall to give its declination. This process
is simplified by having a dedicated instrument
in which a horizontal sundial rotates freely
against a degree scale with its zero positioned
on the normal to the wall. Some support for
the identification of the French instrument is
a declinatory is given by the handwritten inscription of the back which specifies the angle
which the window of the owner’s ‘chambre’
makes with the meridian at a specific date
and time is 25° 22′, a figure which could be
checked with the instrument.2

Fig. 1 A declinatory on the back of a wooden quadrant. Private collection.
is that it requires its horizontal sundial to be
made for the local latitude, thus limiting its
range of usefulness unless a set of sundials is
supplied. It is possible to partially overcom-

ing this limitation by making use of the property of an inclining dial adjusted by raising
the north or south edge of the plate so that
the style edge of the gnomon correctly points

Declinatories, made by professional instrument makers, from the 17th and 18th centuries
are reasonably common, yet there are none
in the Science Museum’s collections. Homemade tools from this period are much less
common, which makes the example described
here an intellectually-valuable addition to the
collection. Declinatories were sometimes
built onto the back of a quadrant where, for
convenience, the gnomon was made detachable. See Fig. 1 for an example on a wooden
quadrant; the dial plate from an 18th century
example also has been described recently.3
Some quite high class instruments were
made.4 One disadvantage of a declinatory
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Fig. 2 A high class declinatory signed ‘Fr. David a S Cajetano’ (1726–96; Cajetano, David
Rutschmann, from the Black Forest) now in the Collection of Clocks and Automata at Vienna
Museum. Note the plummet with a scaled arc beneath it. Photo courtesy of Tabea Rude.
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dial mounted on it: constant repainting over
many years had led to a drift of the hour-lines
and the need for a fresh delineation. Images
such as this, showing exactly how a declinatory would have been used, will be useful for
engaging museum audiences with the instrument described here in the future and enhances both its research and display potential.
It can be seen that the French instrument meets
all the requirements of the above description.
Provision is made for the temporary attachment of a gnomon by the two small holes for
locating pins either side of the noon line on
the brass disc which is laid out as a simple
sundial. The degree scale on the wooden
baseplate has its zero positioned in the centre
of the long edge which would be positioned
against the wall being measured. Thus, the
declination, east or west of due south, can be
read off against the noon line of the dial. Note
that the dial overhangs the other edge of the
board, making turning it easy.

Fig. 3 The declinatory shown by Bion, 1758 (ref. 5).
to the celestial pole. This is achieved in the
beautiful example of Fig. 2 by means of the
four corner screws and the plummet swinging against a calibrated arc, though only small
variations from the horizontal are permissible
if the base rotation scale is to correctly indicate the declination.
Bion describes a declinatory and its use al-

though he merely calls it a ‘moveable horizontal Dial’.5 A copy of his illustration is shown
in Fig. 3. In his description (as translated by
Edmund Stone) he also describes its use on
inclining planes as well as vertical ones.
Home-made declinatories are still useful today. Fig. 4 shows the use of one measuring
the wall of a church, prior to restoring the sun-

Fig. 4 A modern declinatory in use. Photo courtesy Ian Butson.
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The French instrument would not make a
very practical sundial layout plate for several
reasons. Firstly, the sundial under construction would have two ‘origins of delineation’
to account for the physical thickness of the
gnomon and these points would need to be
firmly clamped in turn to the centre of the instrument’s plate and prevented from rotating
but there is no facility to do this. It might be
suggested that the wooden baseplate could be
used on its own as a protractor to lay out a
dial from a pre-calculated table of angles but
again this is rather impractical – normally, a
protractor is laid on top of the item to be measured, not vice versa as it would then cover
the origin of the scale. However unlikely this
scenario, in the museum context we need to
allow for the possibility that the instrument,
or parts of it, were used in unexpected ways
until further research into eighteenth-century
sundial-making tools can be undertaken in the
future. The importance of this object for the
museum is that it is a making-tool, made in the
sundial maker’s workshop, and probably used
by several different people and put together
by recycling components of other devices, as
the different sets of handwriting suggest.
The opportunity was taken to investigate the
metallurgy of the ‘brass’ dial plate, using Xray fluorescence (XRF), which is not something the museum is able to routinely undertake, and the results are shown in Table 1.
Because XRF is a surface-sensitive technique
(due to the limited escape depth of the lowenergy characteristic secondary X-rays) and
it was not permissible to clean the surface
of the plate, these results must be regarded
as indicative only. Measurements were made
on the front and the back of the plate in areas
which showed different degrees of patination
and oxidation. The results indicate that the
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Table 1
Area

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

Fe

As

Sb

Bi

Comments/Others

Front

70.8

26.2

0.01

2.0

tr

0.04

0.32

0.62

0.01

nd

semi-bright*

Back (patinated area)

65.9

29.7

0.01

2.5

tr

0.03

0.21

0.25

0.01

nd

brown oxidation

Back (less patinated)

70.4

27.3

0.01

1.9

tr

0.04

0.23

0.11

0.01

nd

cleaner region

Screw head

74.0

21.8

1.07

1.45

0.09

0.19

0.38

0.36

0.02

nd

Alloy compositions of the components of the declinatory (in wt.%, rounded to one or two places of decimals) as measured by XRF by the first
author using a Niton XL3t analyser (50 keV primary beam with a cooled SDD detector) with a 65 second sampling time. The instrument was
cross-calibrated against a set of CHARM (Cultural Heritage Alloy Reference Materials) test specimens with a representative range of trace
elements in a copper-alloy matrix.7 nd = not detected; tr = trace. See ref. 1, Figs 3 & 6 for the appearance of the two sides of the plate.
material is a lightly-leaded brass with a medium level of zinc (Zn), as would typically be
produced by the cementation process used in
the 18th century. It is notable that the tin (Sn)
level is significantly lower than would be seen
in an English brass of the period, as is the very
low level of silver (Ag).6 Analysis of the central retaining screw, which had been thought
possibly to be a later replacement, shows a
similar material probably of the same period.

Conclusions
The French instrument is an interesting survivor of a period when specialist tools were
made specifically for delineating sundials.
While we have been able to provide some
additional information and now have a better understanding of how the instrument was
used, many questions remain unanswered.
The methods by which quality brass horizontal dials were routinely made remain to be
fully explored.
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Man with Telescope on a Pueblo Basin at the V & A Museum
Peter de Clercq, the editor of Antiquarian Horology and a long-time member of
our Society contacted me concerning an
interesting object he spotted recently in
the Department of Ceramics of the Victoria & Albert Museum in London. This
is a magnificent blue-glazed basin made
in Puebla de Los Angeles (Mexico) in
the first half of the 18th century, showing a man holding a telescope to his
right eye (see Fig.). He emailed his photo to the well-known Dutch telescope
expert Peter Louwman who initially
considered that this might be a ‘sighting tube’ which had no lenses, but then
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agreed that it probably was a monocular
telescope. He estimated its length to be
between 10 to 15 cm which would be
more likely for an optical instrument.
WDH

Basin of tin-glazed earthenware
painted with blue enamel with man
holding a telescope and a staff, inv. no.
C.66-1947. Diameter: 46 cm, Height:
17.1 cm. See http://collections.vam.
ac.uk/item/O163012/basin-unknown/.
Photo by Peter de Clercq.
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